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Outline

• Promise and challenges of mining text
• Pain:  SSA Disability determination too slow
• Solution stages:
• Ingesting clean tokens, collocating tokens

into concepts (ailments), robustly
associating ailments with outcomes, joining
evidence, scoring and evaluating

• How text mining projects can succeed
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Text Data is Everywhere

• 80% of all the data in the world is text
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Semi-‐structured:
	  	  free-‐text	  fields	  within	  otherwise

structured	  databases.

Unstructured:
text	  stored	  in	  documents	  such	  as
PDF,	  Word,	  HTML,	  and	  raw	  text.

A Lot!



• Process text for input into traditional data
mining techniques

• Overlaps with information retrieval, information
extraction, and computational linguistics

Turn Text into Numbers
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Text is Messy and Complex

• Misspellings
• Synonyms

–  Example: ALS and Lou
Gehrig’s Disease

• Multi-Word Phrases
• Stemming

– Example:  Learn,
Learning, Learned,
Learns…

• and many more…
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Example:  51 phrases found for
“Learning Disability”

learning disablitiy, learning deisability, learning
disablity, learining disabilities, learning disabiality,
learningdisabilty, learning disabiilty, learning
disabilitty, learning disabilty, learning disablety,
learning disabilitiy, learnoing disability, learning
disabilties, learning disabiltiy, learning dsblty,
learning disibility, learnings disabilty,
learningdisability, larning disabilities, learning
disabilitiies, learning disabilitties, learning disibilities,
learning diasability, learning dasability, learnning
disability, learning disabilities, lerning disability,
learning disabilites, learneing disability, learnining
disability, learning disaibilities, leraning disability,
learning disaiblity, learnings disability, learning
disabilitys, learning disabillity, learnings disabilities,
learning diasbility, learning disabiliites, learning
dsiability, learning disabliity, learning disibilty,
learning disbilities, learning disbality, learning
disbility, learning disabilit, learningdisabilities,
learningi disability, lerniung disabilities, learning
disabiliities, learning disaability, learning disablities



Social Security Disability Approval

• Pain: Approval process is long, bureaucratic

• Goal:  Fast-track “easy” cases
• Challenge: Free-text on disability application
• Result: 20% of Approvals possible immediately

and with greater consistency
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Up to 
2 Years !

1/3	  of	  cases	  
eventually	  approved

1/2	  of	  appeals	  overturn
original	  decision

With	  Text	  Mining,
1/5	  of	  cases	  approved

immediately!



Collocation & Association Networks

Discover word relations



Multi-Stage Solution

• Convert individual tokens to features (ailments)
• Combine evidence from multiple features

guided by business desiderata
• Build a text classifier to predict acceptance

based on words appearing on the application
30% baseline -> 90% model accuracy
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fractured
mesothelioma

cast
metastized

pain
leg

doctor
collision

ankle
pancreatic cancer

Claims



Business Understanding:
Desired properties for joining evidence

• Applicants with multiple severe diseases should be more
likely to be approved

• A large number of mild ailments should not add up to a
high score that gets an applicant approved

• Mild ailments should not detract from severe ones

• Rare diseases should be included, but not with the same
confidence as those with more evidence

• Calculation of disease severity must be self-adapting to
accommodate rapid changes in the medical field

ERI developed a joint probability function meeting these constraints
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Book written for practitioners,
by practitioners

Won 2009 PROSE Award in
Mathematics

Includes software from SAS,
SPSS, and Statsoft

Details and reviews at
Amazon:
www.tinyurl.com/bookERI
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Improving accuracy
through combining predictions

Clear (technical) explanation
of breakthrough method of
combining models

Feb 2010



As decision threshold rises (left to right), Correct Negatives and False
Dismissals rise, and Correct Positives and False Alarms fall

 

Error Tradeoffs



Other Text Mining Successes

• Work with commercial,
defense, and
government clients
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Iden1fy	  Colloca1ons

Word	  Associa1on
Networks

Clustering
Documents	  by

Content

Focused
Crawling	  of
the	  Internet

Exploring	  web	  of
references



How to Manage Text Mining Projects

• Assess data assets
– What treasure could be hidden in our sludge?

• Identify pain points in current production process
–  What improvements would have the biggest impact?

• Brainstorm ideal process
–  External expertise extremely efficient here

• Conduct a pilot project.  Simultaneously:
–  “Hit a single”:  automate key task, create dashboard, or graphic
–  “Swing for fences”:  attack core weakness

• Have key staff work closely with analytic experts
–  Transfer technology
–  Internalize essential steps

• Prove ROI.  Make allies and decision-makers look good
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John obtained a BS and MEE in Electrical Engineering from Rice University, and a PhD in
Systems Engineering from the University of Virginia, where he’s an adjunct professor teaching
Optimization or Data Mining.  Prior to 15 years at ERI, he spent 5 years in aerospace defense
consulting, 4 heading research at an investment management firm, and 2 in Rice's
Computational & Applied Mathematics department.

Dr. Elder has authored innovative data mining tools, is a frequent keynote speaker, and was
co-chair of the 2009 Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining conference, in Paris.  John’s
courses on analysis techniques -- taught at dozens of universities, companies, and government
labs -- are noted for their clarity and effectiveness.  Dr. Elder was honored to serve for 5
years on a panel appointed by the President to guide technology for National Security.  His
book with Bob Nisbet and Gary Miner, Handbook of Statistical Analysis & Data Mining
Applications, won the PROSE award for Mathematics in 2009.  His book with ERI colleague
Giovanni Seni, Ensemble Methods in Data Mining:  Improving Accuracy through Combining
Predictions, was published in February 2010.

       John is grateful to be a follower of Christ and the father of 5.

Dr. John Elder heads a data mining consulting team with offices in
Charlottesville Virginia, Washington DC, Mountain View
California and Manhasset New York (www.datamininglab.com).
Founded in 1995, Elder Research, Inc. focuses on investment,
commercial and security applications of advanced analytics,
including text mining, stock selection, image recognition, process
optimization, cross-selling, biometrics, drug efficacy, credit
scoring, market timing, and fraud detection.


